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About This Software

The Keyboard Engine allows you to freely customize additional features of your keyboard. Use your add-ons to build your own
keyboard. Also share your keyboard presets with others and meet new ones.

Features

It can be set to perform the desired function to configure the keyboard button pressed.

It has the following functions: Sound Play, Image Overlay Show, Text Auto-completion, Program Run

The Sound Play function allows a specific sound to be played by pressing the preset keyboard button.

The Image Overlay Show function allows a specific image to appear at the desired position on the monitor by pressing
the preset keyboard button.

The text Auto-completion function automatically execute the text by pressing a preset keyboard button.

The Program Run function allows a specific program to be run by pressing a preset keyboard button.

By combining the various functions described above, customize your own unique keyboard.
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Workshop
Integrated with Steam's Workshop, you can share your unique keyboard settings with others. You can also subscribe to keyboard

settings created by others. Find creative settings created by someone with the same taste as you.
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Title: Keyboard Engine
Genre: Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
David Ko
Publisher:
PIXIMAP
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Pentium® D or AMD® Athlon™ 64 X2

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Whatever

Storage: 10 MB available space

English
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Confuses me more than the last one and I'm only 10 levels in. A+++++

Can't wait for Ra^3!. I recently picked up this oldschool click-escape game, and enjoyed it greatly. Its simplistic mechanics do
nothing to detract from the games overall aesthetic, and its challenging puzzles were obscure enough for me to spend quite some
time mulling them over, though I didn't stoop low enough as to delve into the developer's included walkthrough. Perhaps the
hardest part of the game, outside of the obvious conundrums, were the lack of instruction regarding the various interaction
options that the player is allowed. But outside of that, the first installment of the Knobbly Crook is a glorious gem of a game
with an art style reminiscient of surreal Lovecraftian Literature, which I enjoy greatly. And above all, it's free. What a time to
be alive.. Usually when it comes to movie tie-in games they are terrible or horrible but when it comes to the lego games they
never disapoint except maybe The Lego Movie but that is a story for another day. I remember playing this all the time on the
PSP but now I have it on PC and how do I feel about it? It is hard to answer that question due to nostalgia but I will try my best.
So this game is fun even though it is intended for kids. The best thing for me is that it is about the original three movies and not
the fourth one. But this was when the characters didn't speak words but spoke in giberish. This game has some cool mechanics
to it and alot of charcters and colectables to find so I would say this game is worth a buy. But I almost forgot to mention if
slapstick humor isn't your cup of tea than I would take off a point. 9/10. It reminded me of Resident Evil 4 somehow. Do you
remember the pain of carrying the girl through the zombie infested RE4? The pain and occasionally excitement that was, hehe
:). It kind of works in this game as well but imagine the you would need to carry that some girl through DS :). tough ? yes very
tough . in fact this game so far breaks me and I was not able to compete it. Nevertheless, it is pretty enjoyable and I could note a
really nice visuals and sounds. Quite high production quality for an RPG that I haven’t heard much about.
. This game doesn't work with oculus touch controllers. Don't buy it.. Its fun for the nostalgia but ultimately very clunky and
repetitive. You can be a pirate. You can also be a ghost.. I recommend this game, but with some reservations.

tl;dr: A solid experience, especially for Still Life fans, but beware of the technical difficulties.

My opinion is a bit skewed, because I first played the game when I was younger and really enjoyed it at the time. It was the first
adventure game I had completed 100% by myself and felt very proud about it! I had found the story engaging and the
atmosphere accordingly suitable.

Fast forward 15 years later, it seems my mind spins in a different direction and had to consult a guide in a few bits. Still, the
various puzzles make perfect sense, but I mostly didn't have the same patience to solve them by myself. I think the story pretty
much holds its own and I never felt lost as to what happens next or what to do. The game even provides you with alternate paths
to approach the story, either in the places you visit or the dialogues you choose. (And has 3 different endings!)

A minor inconvenience is the resolution, which is stuck at 800x600 and in some scenes it's ok, and in others it's a strain for the
eyes! :)

But my only major qualm, and a reason to not recommend the game is that Steam offers it "as-is". On my laptop (at least), with
Winows 10, the game "as-is" does not start. The obvious solution is to "wrap" it with dgVoodoo (or any other DirectX emulator,
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if there is one). Well, with the latest version of dgVoodoo the game didn't start, with an older one the game started but the
hotspots were pitch black and couldn't solve puzzles, and about half-way through I decided to try another random version, that
turned out it worked fine! Phew! Well, in all honesty, that's not a way to sell a game. Why couldn't these games come pre-
packed with a DirectX wrapper, like even older adventures are with ScummVM or DosBox?. it's like if Dwarf Fortress was a
card game and was about destroying another dwarf fortress

its really addictive and fun

its a lil bit simplistic but I love it a load. I bought it for 1,94€. Finished main story in about 8 hours.

The game can not be repeatedly played (it gets really boring after first time)

Not worth full price, but I understand development support.
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So, here it is, the most anticipated Yuri Visual Novel developed by Innocent Grey is finally on steam, Flowers -Le volume sur
printemps- .
I finished the game several days ago, before we get into the review, you might also want to skip the entire review and read the
pros and cons at the end of the review... just in case you guys can't understand my english.
Alright let's not prolong my boring chat and go straight to review shall we?

CHANGELOG :
4 Nov, 2016 - First time Posted
24 Nov, 2016 - Error Check
29 Jan, 2017 - 100% Completion (Both Route finished)

==========================================
Story : 9/10
==========================================
Flowers -Le volume sur printemps- or Flowers -The volume of Spring- is an School Romance/Yuri Visual Novel where the
reader will experience the love story of Suoh Shirahane (A girl with stunning beauty but also an quiet, anxious, timid girl) in a
Japanese Catholic School.
Story Presentation in Flowers is in Episodic Format or separated into few Chapter, there's 8 Chapter total (7 in non-canon route)
where most of the chapter focused on character getting themself into certain conflict and there's minigame where you need to
solve those conflict.
The Story is well written each chapter where the character build their romance through action bit by bit not because the director
said so, not only that but this Visual Novel also have good melodrama inside, so expect the feels train.

Now let's talk about the route, there's 2 route/heroine to choose one canon/Mayuri Kousaka and one non-canon/Hanabishi
Rikka, remember how Suoh personalities i mention earlier? quiet, anxious, timid girl, the route you choose will determine Suoh
personalities in the future, if you choose canon route Suoh will be more confident person meanwhile in non-canon route, Suoh
will remain... well, same as before.
I already finish both route. First, here's my though about the canon route, it's amazing but ended with "disapointment" and the
chapter 7 is kinda dumb, it feel forced to resolve the conflict at that time.
Meanwhile, the non-canon route is also ended up disappointing, why? because the story went down same as the canon route, the
only differences is there's 5-6 new scene that doesn't really matter or significant with the heroine you pick in non-canon
route/Rikka Hanabishi, if you're expecting her route to be fully written chapter only for Rikka, then guess what, you didn't get
what you want.

Character : 10/10
==========================================
Now here's the first good part of the character in this Visual Novel, This visual novel introduce you Suoh Shirahane as the main
character alongside the two main heroine and several side character, with the small cast character the writer could use every
character potetial to maximum and yeah they manage to do that, every character is well written and developed really well
include the side character, they feel realistic (not plot-device and not "2D character in term of story), you never knew what stuff
they going to pull, everyone is unexpected in this Visual Novel. That's what the make the character here realistic and interesting,
you also might find the character is annoying/un-likeable but that's what make the character them a good character.

==========================================
Art/Grapich : 10/10
==========================================
Second good part of the visual novel, The artstyle is gorgeous (thanks Sugina Miki), the character sprites is amazing, the CG is
beautiful and tempting
There's a lot of Visual Novel where you fap to H-Scene or Character, however this one... you can fap to it's artstyle.

==========================================
Music/Sound : 10/10
==========================================
Third good part of this Visual Novel.
You love piano? then you'll love the soundtrack in this Visual Novel
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Too bad they didn't sell the OST as DLC :(

==========================================
Enjoyment : 10/10
==========================================
I really enjoy this Visual Novel, Great Story, Solid Character, Amazing Art, Beautiful and Calming Soundtrack
What else not to enjoy?

==========================================
CONCLUSION
==========================================
+ Great Story
+ Each Character is developed really well, include the side character
+ Likeable and Interesting Character
+ Melodrama
+ Stunning Artstyle
+ Beautiful Soundtrack
+ Rikka Hanabishi
- ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Minigame
- Non-canon route is locked, you need to finish the game on canon route first before unlocking it
- Sequel is not yet released

I recommended this Visual Novel, doesn't matter you love Yuri or not, you have to read it.
What are you waiting for, READ IT!!
I hope JAST USA release the sequel ASAP
*I've finish both route, now what i need to do is fixing grammar error and make it more easier to understand.. Great arcade style
game. There are still a few bugs, and it feels somewhat like a beta (there are only 8 missions), but I got this on sale and I thnk
this is worth a sale price (it was $10 - $15 bucks). Performance can be improved. Overall though no regrets in purchasing this..
CAUTION: Slight spoiler warning here, thought I'd best mention.
So it seems Touhou is here to stay on Steam. And this latest title, a spinoff made with some other peeps over at Twilight
Frontier, is definitely a very fun one.
It's a direct sequel to Urban Legend in Limbo (fortunately you don't need to know that game's story to understand this one's),
and such keeps most of that game's mechanics; the Occult attacks, Urban Legend-inspired Last Words and a couple others,
while also adding it's own main gimmick: Perfect Possession. Basically, this turns your average 1-on-1 matches into tag team
battles, with your main lassie (dubbed the Master) staying out in front and being swapped for your sub character (dubbed the
Slave) on the fly as needed. It provides a fair bit of extra depth to those who know how to use it effectively, and is really nice
for the more indecisive among us who don't want to be forced to only use one character at a time. Some combinations even get
their own unique animations at the start of a match, which is a nice touch. The entirety of ULiL's cast returns, along with a few
fresh faces: the likes of arrogant celestial Tenshi and the gun-toting moon rabbit Reisen make a triumphant return, alongside
ancient train-lobbing gap hag Yukari showing her face again (about time too) and a surprising fresh face in the form of the ruler
of dreams Doremy and her own blend of frankly ridiculous abilities, usually involving sheep, beds, pink blobs and oversized
mechs for some unholy reason. As well as this, there's the debut of the game's main antagonists: Joon and Shion. Sure, they're
just petty crooks, but combining Joon's fortune, wealth and knack for punching things with Shion's powerful poverty-driven
support attacks, they turn your duo into a trio, with Shion really only playing support but still complimenting Joon's abilities
fairly nicely.
The story is fairly standard fare; Joon and Shion are utilising Plot Device of the Day, Perfect Possession, to go on a massive
robbery spree, probably because Shion's status as a god of poverty means that any money they get likely doesn't last long. And
so the story plays across several pairs of characters, finding out about Perfect Possession, dealing with their own problems, and
ultimately putting a stop to the two thieving deities. It serves its purpose as a plot, and while a tad bit convoluted at times (at one
point you're treated to the delightful spectacle of ULiL's antagonist, the psychic student Sumireko, fighting two Dream World
dopples of herself, in the skies of some Outside World city. Touhou, ladies and gentlemen; I stopped looking for common sense
ages ago.) it's mostly easy enough to follow.
The music, as always, is spectacular. All the songs, save a couple, are remixes of ZUN's past works, and they're all handled by
various other people, with loads of different styles and genres showing and plenty of variety on offer; Tenshi's Catastrophe in
Bhava-agra~Wonderful Heaven is morphed into a jazzy little number, while Yukari's Night Falls~Evening Star gets the hardbass
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treatment. A few keep their original tone while still being nicely remixed; the subconcsious-altering satori Koishi's Hartmann's
Youkai Girl manages to keep the original's mildly psychotic tone really well while injecting loads of energy into it, and main
protagonist Reimu's Dichromatic Lotus Butterfly~Red and White is as intense as ever. Possibly the strangest, however, was
Doremy's Eternal Spring Dream going full and utter dubstep. The variety is staggering, and some will be a genuinely pleasant
surprise to people who've played the past fighters. The tracks that ARE new, are handled by ZUN himself, and, as always, are
fantastically done.
The game's story chapters were the reason I was so hesitant to review this for so long; they were unfinished, and many
encounters lacked any spells whatsoever. Fortunately, this seems to have been rectified, and the game is an absolute blast to play
through, although I really would recommend playing on Normal or higher, as on Easy, I've yet to see the AI throw an attack
once outside of a spell.
Finally, the graphics are very well done. I'm always a sucker for spritework, and the game's sprites are brilliantly designed and
well animated. Every fighters' animations are full of charm and character, and they all capture the essence of their character
well. The characters' portraits are very well-done as well (and the biggest way of telling that this a collab effort; sorry to say it
ZUN, but your, hehe, *unique* artstyle can't quite top these guys' art.) On top of this, the fighters control well too, with each
one feeling unique and fun to play as.

In all, the game is a fun, fast and fluid fighter with some interesting quirks, a great soundtrack and good visuals. If you loved
ULiL, or are just seeing what it's like, I'd definitely recommend picking it up.. Now this is a blast! I was shocked at how
addicting some of the games are. The physics are mostly great, the bowling is quite realistic - I suck just as badly with the
identical tendency to bowl across from right to left as in a real bowling alley. Skeet ball is great, the shooting gallery is
awesome...they are all perfect replicas. The basketball is the only one a bit glitchy because I'm 6'3" and my arms are long - trips
the proximity alarm on the hoops game and disqualifies me at times.
I lost hours of time wandering in this arcade. Great experience. Suggestion - integrate the jukebox more easily with my MP3
library - or even a one of the Pandora-like free services.. As of today (11\/11\/2018) this game has received an update that
completely overhauled the UI, graphics, and added some new content including a horror\/halloween mode (which will be
permanent, don't be fooled by the name "halloween" mode, I am sure the devs will change this at a later date)

The devs are very much engaged in gathering and listening to community feedback. The developer clearly cares a lot about this
game and If you are a fan of games where you grind to get the highest score on the leaderboard, if you want to be #1 and
compete with others, this game is for you.

This game puts you in a hostile environment where you have to survive for a set amount of time, or in the horror mode, as long
as you can (with enemies that get stronger and stronger as the game progresses). The end goal is to gain the highest score that
you can get by killing animals, building, crafting, ... Basically it roughly comes down to your APM (actions per minute).

Even though this is the first real game made by a relatively new company, it is already in a very nice state and with all the
planned updates the devs mentioned on discord\/twitch, it seems like this is the kind of game every lover of the Survival,
roguelike, or builder genres will fall in love with.

Definitely give it a go! At the current price it is a total bargain and there will be much more content and gamemodes to come!.
The storyline, while classic, was well made and gripping, with a good dose of humour. The fighting was easy to grasp, but still
challenging as you progress. I definitly recommend this game, even with the outdated graphics. I really wish they'd make a
sequel.. This game is awesome! I know it's supposed to be baseball practice, but we are using it as a great drinking game! Who
can get the highest score!. A really interesting surprise. I expected a fun experience, but it turned out to be deeper than that. The
variety that the 40 characters offer and the nuances each of them have can make the combat more complex that it might seem at
first.

It is the kind of game I like to play with my friends, fun for beginners and deep for more harcore fighting players. Only having
one life gives dynamism to the battles, because as soon as you lose a character you need to think about who will be the next one.
The movements and attacks of each character are simple to execute, but timing and deciding which one to use can be crucial
(this is where the hardcore gamers shine).

This is the game that perfectly meets the "easy to get, hard to master". It might seem overwhelming at the beginning with the
amount of characters you need to learn about (and maybe there is some of that), but for me the initial learning process was
really smooth.
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The main flaw the game has is the lack of a single player mode. I did not miss it much, but I think it needs to be pointed out.

To sum up I really recommend this game for those who like to beat their friends!. The objective is to get the red ball to touch
the star to move onto the next level. You can earn an additonal star for completing all challenges (creative play). Two of the
three additional objectives are fine, but getting the "awesome" solution is just a waste. You can just lie to the game. All you
have to do is take a successful solution and flag it as awesome. Also to earn these extra objectives, I can't draw under the ball. I
did it anyways and the game grants me the extra objectives anyways.

Another problem is that the game wants you to create a separate account for user-generated levels. At the time of the game's
release, the Steam Workshop wasn't available yet, but that was released in 2012. Shocked the author didn't update the Steam
version of this game. Luckily, you can skip this.

Getting the physics to work is frustrating. I just ended up scribbling or drawing the same shape in vain a lot just to get a
different result. Also sometimes drawn objects go through objects in the level, such as levers, when clearly I am supposed to
drop my drawn object onto it!

I see the creativity in the game, but the execution is off. Get something else physics based.
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